The interrelation between mechanical characteristics of contracting muscle, cross-bridge internal structure, and the mechanism of chemomechanical energy transduction.
The cross-bridge working stroke is regarded as a continuous (without jumps) change of myosin head internal state under the action of a force exerted within the nucleotide-binding site. Involvement of a concept of continuous cross-bridge conformation enables discussion of the nature of the force propelling muscle, and the Coulomb repulsion of like-charged adenosine triphosphate (ATP) fragments ADP(2-) and P (i) (2-) can quite naturally be considered as the source of this force. Two entirely different types of working stroke termination are considered. Along with the fluctuation mechanism, which controls the working stroke duration t (w) at isometric contraction, another interrupt mechanism is initially taken into account. It is triggered when the lever arm shift amounts to the maximal value S ≈ 11 nm, the back door opens, and P(i) crashes out. As a result, t (w) becomes inversely proportional to the velocity v of sliding filaments t (w) ≈ S/v for a wide range of values of v. Principal features of the experimentally observed dependences of force, efficiency, and rate of heat production on velocity and ATP concentration can then be reproduced by fitting a single parameter: the velocity-independent time span t (r) between the termination of the last and beginning of the next working stroke. v becomes the principal variable of the model, and the muscle force changes under external load are determined by variations in v rather than in the tension of filaments. The Boltzmann equation for an ensemble of cross-bridges is obtained, and some collective effects are discussed.